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Abstract Fitting an ellipse to given data points is a com-

mon optimization task in computer vision problems. How-

ever, the possibility of incorporating the prior constraint “the

ellipse’s center is located on a given line” into the optimiza-

tion algorithm has not been examined so far. This problem

arises, for example, by fitting an ellipse to data points repre-

senting the path of the image positions of an adhesion inside

a rotating vessel whose position of the rotational axis in the

image is known. Our new method makes use of a constrained

algebraic cost function with the incorporated “ellipse center

on given line”-prior condition in a global convergent one-

dimensional optimization approach. Further advantages of

the algorithm are computational efficiency and numerical sta-

bility.

Keywords Ellipse fitting · Constrained cost function ·
Eigenvalue problem

1 Introduction

The fitting of ellipses to measured data points arises in many

computer vision and pattern recognition tasks, where it is

used to gain a high-level interpretation of the image data.

Often, only the measured data points and no other informa-
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tion are available (e. g. eye tracking [23], medical imaging

[27,28]). In this case, an unconstrained (free) ellipse fitting

method has to be applied. In applications where the mea-

sured data points result from the path of the image positions

of points from rotating objects (e. g. camera/laser-based 3D

scanning and structure from motion [19,26] or the image

positions of an adhesion inside a rotating vessel such as a

rotary kiln [31]) additional information about the location

of the rotational center is available. Here, the rotational cen-

ter must be located on the rotational axis, which is usually

known beforehand.

The existing ellipse fitting approaches lack the possibil-

ity to integrate such prior knowledge about the ellipse’s

center location into the optimization process. If there are

only few noisy data points or the data points are dis-

advantageously positioned (e. g. due to occlusion), these

unconstrained approaches fail to find a good ellipse fit. Our

new constrained ellipse fitting approach allows to integrate

the prior knowledge on the possible location of the ellipse’s

center.

As the applicability of the constrained ellipse fitting

method might not seem obvious, a possible scenario is pre-

sented in Fig. 1a. Here, the inside of a rotating vessel is

observed by a camera whose mounting position is shifted

from the rotational axis of the vessel. Then, the peak of an

adhesion inside the vessel describes a circular movement

in the real world. In the acquired camera image sequence,

this leads to an elliptic movement (adhesion path) due to the

oblique view (Fig. 1b). In this case, the position of the rota-

tional axis in the image where the ellipse’s center has to lie

on is known beforehand. The height and depth of the adhe-

sion inside the vessel and thus the angle of the oblique view

on the rotational plane are unknowns and so are the ellipse’s

parameters beside the center location on the rotational axis.

Therefore, it is not possible to geometrically transform the



Fig. 1 Example application of

the constrained ellipse fitting

method; a overview of scenario

with rotating vessel, adhesion,

and camera system; b outline of

an acquired image of scenario

constrained ellipse fitting problem into a constrained circle

fitting problem.

Figure 2 shows the advantage of our constrained ellipse

fitting method over two unconstrained approaches. The data

points are created from an original ellipse by restricting it to

a small angle range (reflecting occlusion) and adding some

zero-mean Gaussian noise. Additionally, the line where the

center has to be located on is given. If this prior knowledge

is not included, the best fit for the noisy measurements using

the method from Fitzgibbon et al. [9] leads to a small ellipse

with high offset. Employing the method from Szpak et al.

[30], the ellipse fit gets too large and is also far from the

original ellipse. Exploiting the information, that the ellipse’s

center must lie on the given line, a much more appropriate

ellipse fit is found.

This paper presents a new method which enables the fit-

ting of ellipses whose centers are restricted to a given line.

Furthermore, the special case of a given line segment is cov-

ered. In order to avoid a complicating case-by-case analysis,

the line segment treatment is not considered in the theoretical

part of this paper. A detailed discussion of the line segment

restriction is given in Sect. 3.4.

Task: Let N ≥ 4 disjoint data points xi ∈ R
2 be given.

Additionally, a prior known line is defined in the plane. Then

an ellipse fitting has to be performed such that the ellipse’s

center is located on this line.

In order to solve this task, the following topics need to be

resolved:

– proper description of ellipse

– proper description of line

– formulation of cost function

– formulation of necessary parameter constraints

– formulation of requirements on the data

– complete treatment of the mathematical problem

– design of a robust and efficient algorithm.

1.1 Related Work

Several existing methods provide the possibility to find

ellipses by a given set of data points in an unconstrained
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Fig. 2 Comparison of two unconstrained ellipse fitting methods

(Fitzgibbon et al. [9] and Szpak et al. [30]) and the new constrained

ellipse fitting method; data points and line are given

case. Coarsely, they can be divided into two basic approaches:

clustering methods and optimization methods.

Amongst the clustering methods, the Hough Transfor-

mation is a very popular method [12,33]. Besides, the

Randomized Hough Transformation [22], the RANSAC

method [6] and fuzzy clustering approaches [8] are avail-

able.

Optimization methods try to minimize a cost function

(or loss function) that values the accuracy of the ellipse

fit according to the given data points. The cost function is

either based on the algebraic distance or the geometric dis-

tance [2,7]. The geometric distance can be identified with

the maximum likelihood estimate under the assumption of

homogeneous Gaussian noise in the data. The algebraic dis-

tance on the other hand has advantages in manageability

of the problem [11,32]. Fitzgibbon et al. presented the first

approach that allows for a direct specific least square fitting

of ellipses based on the algebraic distance [9]. Halif et al. [13]

provided improvements towards numerical stability. Newer



ellipse fitting methods proved to achieve higher accuracies

[3,16,17,20,29,34]. Nevertheless, most of these approaches

do not guarantee that the final result is an ellipse, rather hyper-

bolas or parabolas might occur. In [21], a method is presented

that tries to avoid non-ellipses by proper re-initializations. A

method that ensures an ellipse is proposed by [30]. Neverthe-

less, the computational effort is high which can be a problem

for real-time applications. A large summary of algorithms

for ellipsoidals is given in [24].

So far, none of the existing ellipse fitting methods allow

for the direct incorporation of prior knowledge such as the

ellipse’s center is located on a given line. Our constrained

ellipse fitting approach is based on the Fitzgibbon method

because it is the only method that always guarantees an ellipse

fit in a non-iterative and therefore fast way. Other methods

which proved to be superior in accuracy in free conic fit-

ting require a post hoc procedure to ensure an ellipse fit

[3,17].

1.2 Paper Outline

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

covers the problem formulation including the derivation of

the cost function, the required constraints, and conditions on

the data. On this basis, the minimizers of the cost function

are characterized and a method to reach the global mini-

mum is presented. In Sect. 3, the numerical algorithm is

outlined. Here, details of our Matlab implementation are

shown, followed by two methods that provide the possi-

bility for obtaining good initial values. The special case

of a given line segment instead of an unbounded line is

discussed. Additionally, some hints for a microcontroller

implementation and alternative algorithms for solving the

cost function are presented. Section 4 shows the results of our

algorithm in a comparison with unconstrained ellipse fitting

methods.

1.3 Notation

In this paper, we use the following notation. Matrices are

written with bold capital letters (e. g. A, B, C). Vectors are

denoted by lowercase bold letters such as a, b, c. Scalars are

denoted by lowercase Roman or Greek letters (e. g. a, b, c,

α, β, γ ). All vectors are assumed to be column vectors, if not

stated otherwise. A superscript T denotes a transposition.

Zero vectors and unit vectors of length N are given by 0N

and 1N , respectively. The identity matrix of size N × N is

denoted by I N . λ(A, B) denotes a generalized eigenvalue

of the problem Ax = λBx; x �= 0. Further, we employ the

block matrix notation, especially that of bordered matrices

in R
3×3 of the form A =

[

A11 a12

aT
21 a22

]

with A11 ∈ R
2×2.

2 Problem Formulation

An appropriate cost function which allows the incorporation

of the ellipse’s center restriction has to be established. For

that purpose, the notation of the center restriction has to be

chosen in such a way, that it does not appear as an explicit

restriction in the objective form (Sect. 2.1). Furthermore,

constraints of the cost function have to be formulated that

assure the ellipse form, the translation and rotation invari-

ance, and the uniqueness (Sect. 2.2). In Sect. 2.3, conditions

and tests on the data are formulated, which guarantee a cor-

rect and unique solution of the ellipse fitting problem. In

Sect. 2.4, the reformulation of the cost function into an one-

dimensional minimum search is presented. A new method

which allows to find the global minimum in the reformulated

cost function is given in Sect. 2.5.

2.1 Establishing the Cost Function

For our purpose, ellipses in center form are convenient. They

are defined by

f1(x) = (x − xc)
T A(x − xc) + g = 0 (1)

with A =
[

a b
2

b
2

c

]

being positive definite and g being nega-

tive and finite (ensures proper ellipse area). A describes the

orientation and eccentricity, xc =
[

xc yc

]T
the center, and g

is related with the ellipse’s area

area =
π

√
det(A)

· (−g). (2)

A suitable line description for the possible ellipse’s center

position is

xc = p + γ q (3)

with the point vector p =
[

p1 p2

]T
, the directional vector

q =
[

q1 q2

]T
, and the parameter γ .

A common approach to fit an ellipse to N given data points

xi =
[

xi yi

]T
is minimizing the sum of squared algebraic

errors caused by noisy data

Q1(xc, A, g) =
N

∑

i=1

f 2
1 (xi ) (4)

with respect to the unknowns. Substituting the parameter vec-

tor xc yields a modified ellipse representation with the new

parameter γ .

f1(x)|xc= p+γ q = (x − p − γ q)T A(x − p − γ q) + g = 0

(5)



It fulfills the constraint that the center is located on a line.

This new function is reduced by one parameter. Using the

substitution x̃ = x − p, (5) can be written as

f2(x̃) = (x̃ − γ q)T A(x̃ − γ q) + g = 0 (6)

The cost function is then given by

Q2(γ, A, g) =
N

∑

i=1

f 2
2 (x̃i ) (7)

By introducing the new parameter

h = g + γ 2qT Aq (8)

the ellipse representation f2(x̃) can be written in a modified

form

f2(x̃) = x̃T Ax̃ − 2γ qT Ax̃ + h

= a(x̃2 − γ 2q1 x̃) + b(x̃ ỹ − γ (q1 ỹ + q2 x̃))

+ c(ỹ2 − γ 2q2 ỹ) + h

= f3(x̃). (9)

Separating the data terms regarding their independence from

γ leads to a matrix notation for the cost function Q3.

Q3(.) =

∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥

⎡

⎢
⎣

f3(x̃1)

...

f3(x̃N )

⎤

⎥
⎦

∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥

2

2

=

∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥

⎛

⎜
⎝

⎡

⎢
⎣

x̃2
1 x̃1 ỹ1 ỹ2

1 1
...

...
...

...

x̃2
N x̃N ỹN ỹ2

N 1

⎤

⎥
⎦

− γ

⎡

⎢
⎣

2q1 x̃1 q1 ỹ1 + q2 x̃1 2q2 ỹ1 0
...

...
...

...

2q1 x̃N q1 ỹN + q2 x̃N 2q2 ỹN 0

⎤

⎥
⎦

⎞

⎟
⎠

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

a

b

c

h

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥

2

2

(10)

By introducing the data matrices,

D0 =

⎡

⎢
⎣

x̃2
1 x̃1 ỹ1 ỹ2

1
...

...
...

x̃2
N x̃N ỹN ỹ2

N

⎤

⎥
⎦ (11)

and

D1 =

⎡

⎢
⎣

2q1 x̃1 q1 ỹ1 + q2 x̃1 2q2 ỹ1

...
...

...

2q1 x̃N q1 ỹN + q2 x̃N 2q2 ỹN

⎤

⎥
⎦ (12)

as well as the parameter vector

θ =
[

a b c
]T

(13)

a simplified representation of the cost function is given by

Q3(γ, θ , h) =
∥
∥
∥
∥

([

D0 1N

]

− γ
[

D1 0N

])
[

θ

h

]∥
∥
∥
∥

2

2

. (14)

2.2 Establishing Additional Constraints

Additional constraints are necessary to guarantee the follow-

ing properties of the solution:

– ellipse form

– rotation and translation invariance

– uniqueness.

The positive definiteness of A in (1), which is equivalent to

a > 0 and 4ac − b2 > 0, ensures the ellipse form. The

sign constraint a > 0 helps ignore the sign-equivalent solu-

tions −A,−g. Rotation and translation invariance can be

achieved, if the constraints are symmetric with respect to

the eigenvalues λi (A) [9]. From 4ac − b2 = 4 det A =
4λ1(A)λ2(A), it can be seen that 4ac − b2 = 1 possesses

such a symmetry. In addition, the equality 4ac − b2 = 1

ensures the positiveness and reduces the number of degrees

of freedom. Furthermore, from (2), it follows that solely g

represents the ellipse’s area = −2πg. Using the parameter

vector from (13), this constraint can now be written as [9]

θT Bθ = 1 (15)

with

B =

⎡

⎣

0 0 2

0 −1 0

2 0 0

⎤

⎦ . (16)

Using this notation, the optimization problem can be stated

as

minimize
γ,θ ,h

Q3(γ, θ , h) s. t. θT Bθ = 1 and θ1 > 0. (17)

The feasible set

F =

⎧

⎨

⎩

⎡

⎣

θ

h

γ

⎤

⎦ ∈ R
5 : θT Bθ = 1, θ1 > 0

⎫

⎬

⎭
(18)

is a non-convex set, since θT Bθ = 1 is a nonlinear equal-

ity. The cost function considered without constraints is a

non-convex function, because of the bi-linear dependency



between γ and the parameters θ , h. Therefore, different local

minimizers are to be expected. Another difficulty arises as

the feasible set is not closed (θ1 > 0). Additionally, it is not

bounded, because the matrix B in θT Bθ = 1 is indefinite.

Hence an infimum instead of a minimum is possible. In

order to exclude such situations, we formulate some condi-

tions on the data in the next section.

2.3 Conditions on the Data

In order to get an unique free ellipse fit, five distinct points

are necessary. This results from the five parameters together

with the condition for an ellipse. In our situation, we have an

additional constraint, namely the line where the ellipse’s cen-

ter has to lie on. Thus, only four distinct points are required.

It should be remarked that in the three point case, an infinite

number of perfect ellipses with center on the line exist.

Let us now consider the infimum topic that arises from the

strict inequalities 0 < −g < ∞. From a geometric point of

view, the two boundaries correspond to degenerated ellipses

whose areas tend to zero or to infinity. We denote an ellipse

as degenerated if it has a zero or an infinite area.

Surely, an ellipse possesses a zero area if it is a line, i.e.,

all data points lie on a single line. The case of an ellipse with

infinite area arises if the data points are located on two parallel

lines. In the theory of conics, two other cases of degenerated

ellipses, the single point, and intersecting lines are known.

The single point case is out of focus because N ≥ 4 and

the intersecting lines are coming from the degeneration of a

hyperbola.

In contrast to the free ellipse fitting problem where no real

center is defined for a degenerated ellipse, in the constrained

case a “center candidate” can be found. In the single line

case, the “center candidate” of the degenerated ellipse is the

intersection point of the single line with the given line for the

centers (Fig. 3a). In the parallel line case it is the intersection

point of the parallel’s midline with the given line (Fig. 3b). In

both cases, an exception is built if the line or the parallels are

parallel to the given line (Fig. 3c, d). Then an ellipse fitting

could be done, which results in a non-zero value of the cost

function, except that the line or the midline is identical to the

given line (Fig. 3e, f). In addition, it should be mentioned that

the single line case (Fig. 3c) possesses also an infimum for

all γ , since this case can be interpreted as the parallel case,

where all points lie on one side of the degenerated ellipse.

Since such cases are non-generic in standard applications,

we exclude the line and the parallel cases completely in order

to avoid numerical troubles and the distinction of numerous

cases. All derived results can be summarized as follows:

Data Condition: If N ≥ 4 points are available and if all

points are not located on a single line or on a pair of parallels,

then the ellipse fit problem possesses neither a non-isolated

solution nor a degenerated solution.
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Fig. 3 Special cases in constrained ellipse fitting (gray dashed line

given line for ellipse center, circle “center candidate”): a all data points

on single line; b data points on two parallels, the parallels’ midline is

black dashed; c all data points on a line which are parallel to the given

line; d data points on two parallels which are parallel to the given line; e

all data points on the given line; f data points on two parallels, midline

of these parallels is the given line

A proper test for this condition is based on the analysis

of

⎡

⎢
⎣

x2
1 x1 y1 y2

1 x1 y1 1
...

...

x2
N xN yN y2

N xN yN 1

⎤

⎥
⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸

T

·

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

η1

η2

η3

η4

η5

η6

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸

η

=

⎡

⎢
⎣

0
...

0

⎤

⎥
⎦ . (19)

Lemma 1 (Data condition test)

– If all points are on a single line then rank(T ) = 3, (N ≥
4),

– If all points are on two different parallels then

– rank(T ) = 5, (N ≥ 5) and

det

⎡

⎣

η1
η2

2
η4

2
η2

2
η3

η5

2
η4

2
η5

2
η6

⎤

⎦ = 0 and det

[

η1
η2

2
η2

2
η3

]

= 0

(20)

where ηi are the components of an arbitrary vector

in the null space N (T ) or

– rank(T ) = 4, (N = 4) and det[x1 − x2, x3 − x4] ·
det[x1 − x3, x2 − x4] · det[x1 − x4, x2 − x3] = 0.

Proof Let α1x + α2 y + α3 = 0 be an arbitrary line where

all data points are located on, then



T ·

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 α1

0 0 0 0 1 α2

0 0 0 0 0 α3

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

·

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

1 0 0 α1 0 0

0 1 0 α2 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 α3 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

·

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 α1 0

0 0 1 0 α2 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 α3 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

=

⎡

⎢
⎣

x2
1 x1 y1 y2

1 0 0 0
...

...
...

...
...

...

x2
N xN yN y2

N 0 0 0

⎤

⎥
⎦

from which rank(T ) = 3 can be concluded.

N (T ) obtains all solutions of Tη = 0N or equivalent, all

parameters for perfect conics. Since two parallels are nontriv-

ial perfect conics, dim N (T ) ≥ 1, respectively, rank(T ) ≤ 5

has to hold. Further, the parallels are assumed as different

which excludes rank(T ) = 3. From the theory of degener-

ated conics, it is known that in the case of two parallels (20)

is necessary [18]. Here, the first determinant condition char-

acterizes all degenerated conics and the second is simply the

area infinity condition. In the case rank(T ) = 5 or equivalent

dim N (T ) = 1, an arbitrary element of N (T ) can be used for

the test because all others are multiples. But if rank(T ) = 4

or equivalent dim N (T ) = 2, the test is more involved. That

is why we work for N = 4 directly with the points. ⊓⊔

2.4 Characterization of the Minimizers

The goal of a solution is to find the parameters that min-

imize the cost function given in (17). This will be done

by a successive reduction of the cost function’s unknown

variables

min
γ,θ ,h

θT Bθ=1
θ1>0

Q3(γ, θ , h) = min
γ

min
θ

θT Bθ=1,θ1>0

min
h

Q3(γ, θ , h) (21a)

= min
γ

min
θ

θT Bθ=1,θ1>0

Q4(γ, θ) (21b)

= min
γ

Q5(γ ). (21c)

The following Lemmas 2–3 show the intermediate results.

Lemma 2 The problem

minimize
h

Q3(γ, θ , h) (22)

possesses the minimum

Q4(γ, θ) = γ 2θT C2θ + γ θT C1θ + θT C0θ (23)

with the corresponding minimizer

hopt(γ, θ) = −
1

N
1T

N (D0 − γ D1) θ , (24)

where the abbreviations

C0 = DT
0 Z D0 (25a)

C1 = −DT
0 Z D1 − DT

1 Z D0 (25b)

C2 = DT
1 Z D1 (25c)

are used. The centering matrix Z is defined by

Z = I N −
1

N
1N×N . (26)

Proof If hopt is a minimizer of problem (17) then the Karush-

Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition with respect to h is given by

∂ Q3

∂h

∣
∣
∣
opt

= 2 · 1T
N

([

D0 1N

]

− γ
[

D1 0N

])
[

θ

h

]

opt

= 0 (27)

from which (24) follows. Reformulation of Q3 yields

Q3(γ, θ , h) = ‖(D0 − γ D1) θ + 1N h‖2
2 (28)

and substituting h using (24) simplifies the cost function

Q4(γ, θ) = ‖Z (D0 − γ D1) θ‖2
2 (29a)

= γ 2θT C2θ + γ θT C1θ + θT C0θ . (29b)

⊓⊔

Lemma 3 If the data condition from Sect. 2.3 holds, the

problem

minimize
θT Bθ=1,θ1>0

Q4(γ, θ) (30)

possesses the minimum

Q5(γ ) = λmax

(

γ 2C2 + γ C1 + C0, B
)

(31)

with the corresponding minimizer

θopt(γ ) =
sign(θ∗

1 )
√

θ∗T Bθ∗
θ∗. (32)

Here θ∗ denotes an arbitrary eigenvector of the generalized

eigenvalue problem



(

γ 2C2 + γ C1 + C0

)

θ = λBθ (33)

corresponding to λmax.

Proof Using the method of Lagrange multipliers,

L(θ , λ; γ ) = Q4(γ, θ) − λ(θT Bθ − 1) (34)

the first-order KKT condition states

∂L

∂θ

∣
∣
∣
opt

= 2
(

γ 2C2 + γ C1 + C0 − λB
)

θ = 03 (35)

θT Bθ |opt = 1 (36)

θ1|opt > 0. (37)

(35) states the eigenvalue problem (33). The constraints (36)

and (37) are satisfied by the scaling in (32). Multiplying (33)

with θT from the left gives

θT
(

γ 2C2 + γ C1 + C0

)

θ
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Q4(γ,θ)

|opt = λ θT Bθ
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=1

|opt. (38)

Hence, Q4(γ, θopt) = λ holds. Since the cost function is

non-negative, only the non-negative values of λ are of inter-

est. Specifically, among all non-negative values λmax is the

correct value, which is shown next. Using

Q4(γ, θ) = θT
(

γ 2C2 + γ C1 + C0

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

M(γ )

θ ≥ 0 ∀ θ (39)

from (29b), it follows that M(γ ) has to be positive definite

or positive semi-definite.

At first, if M(γ ) is positive definite for γ , then Sylvester’s

Law of Inertia can be applied in (33) in order to conclude

on the sign configuration of (λ1, λ2, λ3). The eigenvalues of

B are (−2,−1, 2), therefore sign(λ1, λ2, λ3) = (−,−,+).

That is why there is only one positive eigenvalue denoted by

λmax. The positiveness of λmax and the positive definiteness

of M(γ ) imply θ∗T Bθ∗ > 0 which guarantees a real square

root in (32).

At second, if M(γ ) is positive semi-definite, then Sylves-

ter’s Law of Inertia cannot be applied. But it can be concluded

that at least one λ is zero. Therefore, the sign configura-

tions (−,−, 0), (−, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0), (−, 0,+), (0, 0,+), and

(0,+,+) have to be examined. In (−,−, 0), λmax = 0 is

the only non-negative λ and herewith the desired solution.

(−, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 0) correspond to multiple perfect conic

fits which are excluded by the data condition from Sect. 2.3.

In the cases (−, 0,+) and (0, 0,+), also λmax is the correct

solution. This can be clarified by regarding an infinitesimal

variation of the data, which would lead to a positive defi-

nite M(γ ) and thus to the sign configuration (−,−,+). It is

obvious that the positive λ in the semi-definite case hast to

correspond with the positive λ after the infinitesimal varia-

tion. An infinitesimal variation of the case (0,+,+) cannot

yield the sign configuration (−,−,+), and therefore this sign

configuration does not appear in our problem. ⊓⊔

Theorem 1 The local minimizers of the problem

minimize
xc,A,g

Q1(xc, A, g) (40)

can be calculated from the local minimizers of

minimize
γ

Q5(γ ) (41)

using the following equations:

γloc = argmin
γ

λmax

(

γ 2C2 + γ C1 + C0, B
)

(42a)

θ loc = θopt(γloc) by (32) (42b)

hloc = hopt(γloc, θ loc) by (24) (42c)

Aloc =
[

θ1,loc
1
2
θ2,loc

1
2
θ2,loc θ3,loc

]

(42d)

xc,loc = p + γlocq (42e)

gloc = hloc − γ 2
locqT Alocq. (42f)

In addition Q1(xc,loc, Aloc, gloc) = Q5(γloc).

Proof The result is a consequence of the reformulation of (4)

using the steps (7) and (14), the optimization splitting (21)

as well as the Lemmas 2–3. ⊓⊔

The essential benefit of Theorem 1 is the reduction of

the ellipse fitting problem into an one-dimensional minimum

search, considering that the ellipse’s center is located on a

given line. Further, this theorem presents a relation between

all solutions of the one-dimensional optimization problem

and those of the higher-dimensional optimization problem.

Due to the difficult nonlinear interdependences in (33),

a closed form solution of the optimization problem would

be very tedious. Either it would lead to a higher-order poly-

nomial solution (approach by Groebner bases [1]) or to an

eigenvalue problem of expanded order (approach by lin-

earization techniques via dimension expansion [15]). For this

reason, we prefer a simple iterative search algorithm for γ

which solves the generalized eigenvalue problem (33) in each

iteration step.

2.5 From Local to Global Minimum

Since one-dimensional search methods usually get stuck

in local minima at non-convex problems, in the following

section a new search method is proposed. It provides the



possibility to reach the global minimum target orientated,

i.e., it is no trial-and-error approach with arbitrary initial val-

ues. Rather, in our method, new initial values always ensure

a lower value of the cost function which guarantees global

convergence to the global minimum. Furthermore, a state-

ment on the maximum number of minima of our problem is

given.

2.5.1 Tunneling Idea

A typical cost function Q5(γ ) is illustrated in Fig. 4a. Here,

one local minimum and one global minimum are observable.

Fig. 4b shows the corresponding ellipses. In most cases, the

goal of the optimization is to find the global minimum. Nev-

ertheless, many optimization methods get stuck in a local

minimum.

The main idea to circumvent this is to apply the Tunnel-

ing Theorem which is proposed at the end of this section.

Figuratively speaking, a tunnel is dug through the adjacent

little hill to get into the deeper valley. Before the Theorem is

given, three preparative Lemmas are required.

The following Lemma 4 shows that the characteristic poly-

nomial of (33) is contrary to the expectation not of sixth

power in γ but of fourth power.

Lemma 4 The characteristic polynomial

r(γ, λ) = det
(

γ 2C2 + γ C1 + C0 − λB
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=R

(43)

defined by the generalized eigenvalue problem (33) is of

fourth degree if the data condition in Sect. 2.3 holds. Specif-

ically, it is a polynomial of fourth degree with respect to γ

and of third degree with respect to λ.

Proof The four point condition prevents a singular quadratic

pencil, i.e., det R(γ, λ) ≡ 0 corresponding to a total degener-

ation of the polynomial degree. The line as well as the parallel

exclusion for the data points prevents a partial degeneration

of the polynomial degree.

Since each equation that equals zero can be extended by

any non-zero factor, problem (43) is equivalent to

det

⎡

⎣

1 0 0

0 1 0

q2
2 −2q1q2 q2

1

⎤

⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸

�=0,since [q1,q2]�=[0,0]

· det(R) · det

⎡

⎣

1 0 q2
2

0 1 −2q1q2

0 0 q2
1

⎤

⎦

=det

⎛

⎝

⎡

⎣

1 0 0

0 1 0

q2
2 −2q1q2 q2

1

⎤

⎦ R

⎡

⎣

1 0 q2
2

0 1 −2q1q2

0 0 q2
1

⎤

⎦

⎞

⎠=0.

Calculating all terms of R and denoting arbitrary matrix ele-

ments by × results in

det

⎛

⎝γ 2

⎡

⎣

× × 0

× × 0

0 0 0

⎤

⎦ + γ

⎡

⎣

× × ×
× × ×
× × 0

⎤

⎦ +

⎡

⎣

× × ×
× × ×
× × ×

⎤

⎦ − λ

⎡

⎣

0 0 ×
0 × ×
× × 0

⎤

⎦

⎞

⎠ = 0.

(44)

The zeros follow from the linear dependency of the columns

in D1, compare

⎡

⎢
⎣

2q1 x̃1 q1 ỹ1 + q2 x̃1 2q2 ỹ1

...
...

...

2q1 x̃N q1 ỹN + q2 x̃N 2q2 ỹN

⎤

⎥
⎦ ·

⎡

⎣

q2
2

−2q1q2

q2
1

⎤

⎦ =

⎡

⎢
⎣

0
...

0

⎤

⎥
⎦

(45)

and from the anti-diagonal structure of B as well as

[

q2
2 −2q1q2 q2

1

]

· B ·

⎡

⎣

q2
2

−2q1q2

q2
1

⎤

⎦ = 0. (46)

Applying Sarrus’ rule in (44), it is easy to see that γ 4 is the

highest order term for γ , and λ3 is the highest order term for

λ. ⊓⊔

For the set of all minimizer–minimum pairs (γloc, λloc),

the following Lemma holds.

Lemma 5 Any local minimizer γloc of Q5(γ ) is a double or

a fourfold root of r(γ, λloc).

Proof A double root γ ∗ of r(γ, λloc) is characterized by

r(γ ∗, λloc) = 0 and
d

dγ
r(γ ∗, λloc) = 0. (47)

Condition (47) is also part of the characterization of a four-

fold root. In a local minimum the left statement is fulfilled

for γ ∗ = γloc by (33) and (43). Let λloc be a simple root of

r(γ, λ). Then in a local minimum dQ5
dγ

= dλ
dγ

|loc = 0 holds. If

this term is inserted in the implicit differentiation of r(γ, λ)

rγ (γ, λ) =
d

dγ
r(γ, λ) =

∂r

∂γ
+

∂r

∂λ
·

dλ

dγ
= 0 (48)

one gets

rγ (γ, λloc)

∣
∣
∣
γloc

=
d

dγ
r(γ, λloc)

∣
∣
∣
γloc

= 0 (49)

⇒
γ ∗=γloc

∂r

∂γ

∣
∣
∣
γ ∗

+
∂r

∂λ
·

dλloc

dγ
=0

=
d

dγ
r(γ ∗, λloc) = 0. (50)

Let λloc now be a double root of rγ (γ, λ). In this case, the term
dλ
dγ

is not defined because the derivative of a defective double



eigenvalue does not exist. In such cases, some subgradient

calculus has to be applied. But the assumption of a double

root ensures now that ∂r
∂λ

= 0 holds. Hence, a reduction

to the same form like before shows the validity of the right

statement in (47). If two local minimizers merge in one point,

a fourfold root occurs. n-fold roots with n > 4 are impossible

due to the fourth degree of r(γ, λloc). ⊓⊔

The following Lemma shows that the cost function Q5(γ )

is a coercive function.

Lemma 6 Assuming that the ellipse constraint (15) holds,

then Q5(γ ) is coercive, i.e., lim
|γ |→∞

Q5(γ ) = ∞.

Proof From the equivalence of Q5(γ ) with Q4(γ, θ) in (29a)

according to (33), the following generalized eigenvalue prob-

lem can be inferred

(D0 − γ D1)
T ZT Z

︸︷︷︸

=Z

(D0 − γ D1)θ = λBθ . (51)

Dividing both sides by γ 2 leads to

(
1
γ

D0 − D1

)T

Z
(

1
γ

D0 − γ D1

)

θ = λ

γ 2 Bθ . (52)

The proof will be done by contradiction. Assuming λmax(γ )

is bounded by 0 ≤ λmax(γ ) ≤ λ∞ < ∞, then the limit

|γ | → ∞ in (52) yields

DT
1 Z D1θ∞ = 0. (53)

The limit solution θ∞ is an element of the null space

N (DT
1 Z D1). Since N (DT

1 Z D1) ⊇ N (D1) and the ranks

of both matrices are equal to two, we have from (45)

θ∞ ∈ span

⎛

⎝

⎡

⎣

q2
2

−2q1q2

q2
1

⎤

⎦

⎞

⎠
(46)⇒ θT

∞ Bθ∞ = 0. (54)

This contradicts the constraint θT
∞ Bθ∞ = 1. Thus λmax(γ )

cannot be bounded when the ellipse constraint has to be ful-

filled. Consequently, lim
|γ |→∞

Q5(γ ) = ∞. ⊓⊔

With Lemmas 4, 5 and 6 the basis for stating the following

Tunneling Theorem is given:

– A variation of the parameter γ leads to different values

λ for the cost function Q5.

– For a fixed λ, a polynomial of fourth degree with respect

to γ is given i.e., multiple parameter values γ can be

associated with the same value of λ, and these γ are the

roots of (43).

– In order for a particular γ to characterize a local minimum

λloc, γ has to be a double or a fourfold root of (43) with

λloc substituted for λ in the equation.

– The cost function Q5(γ ) is a coercive function.

Theorem 2 (Tunneling Theorem) A local minimizer γloc is

a global one if r(γ, λloc) = 0 has no other real root beside

γloc. Additionally, if r(γ, λloc) = 0 possesses two distinct

real roots beside γloc, there exists a γnew in the interval given

by these two roots with the property Q5(γnew) < Q5(γloc).

If there exists a double root γ3,4 distinct from γloc, then this

root marks a second global isolated minimum provided that

Q5(γ3,4) = λloc.

Proof The polynomial r(γ, λloc) is quartic by Lemma 4 and

γloc is a double root by Lemma 5. In consequence, three cases

for the other two roots are possible.

If the other two roots are a pair of conjugate complex

values or γ3,4 = γloc, then there is no other real γ having

the same or a smaller value of Q5. That means γloc = γglob

(Fig. 5).

In the case of a distinct double root γ3,4, then γloc = γglob,1

and γ3,4 = γglob,2 are isolated global minimizers with

Q5(γglob,1) = Q5(γglob,2) (Fig. 6). A special case arises

when γloc represents a perfect ellipse fit with Q5(γloc) = 0

and simultaneously γ3,4 represents a perfect fit of some other

conic. Then the best ellipse at γ3,4 yields a Q5(γ3,4) > 0 and

consequently only γloc is the global minimizer.

If there are two distinct real roots (γ3, γ4), i.e., Q5(γ3) =
Q5(γ4) = Q5(γloc) = λloc, then between these roots smaller

cost function values Q5(γnew) with γ3 < γnew < γ4 exist

(Fig. 4). In order to clarify this statement, a deeper analysis

of the topology of Q5(γ ) is carried out.

Let λ be a differentiable cost function on the real line R

(λ is effectively the same as Q5). Given r ∈ R, we denote

by λ−1(r) the preimage of r by λ, that is, λ−1(r) = {x ∈
R | f (x) = r}. Let γloc be a local minimizer of λ. Because

the polynomial r(γ ; λloc) is quartic by Lemma 4 and γloc is

a double root by Lemma 5, the cost function λ intersects the

horizontal line λ(γ ) = λloc at most three times. This fact

greatly constrains the topology of the graph of the cost func-

tion and can be used to determine whether a local minimizer

is a global one.

Suppose that λ−1(λ(γloc)) consists of γloc and two other

numbers γ3 and γ4 which are non-stationary points for λ.

This in particular means that λ(γloc) = λ(γ3) = λ(γ4) and
dλ
dγ

∣
∣
γ3

�= 0 and dλ
dγ

∣
∣
γ4

�= 0. We assume that γ3 < γ4. Let

γglob be a global minimizer of λ. We investigate under what

conditions the inequality γ3 < γglob < γ4 holds. We consider

three cases:

Case 1 γloc < γ3 < γ4 (Fig. 7a).

We first show that
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Fig. 5 Cost function Q5(γ ) with only one minimum in γglob

(a) λ(γ ) ≥ λ(γloc) for γ < γloc,

(b) λ(γ ) ≥ λ(γloc) for γ ∈ (γloc, γ3),

(c) λ(γ ) ≥ λ(γloc) for γ > γ4.

To prove (a), suppose a contrario that there exists a γ ′ < γloc

with λ(γ ′) < λ(γloc). Since γloc is a local minimizer, there

exists an open interval I around γloc such that λ(µ) > λ(γloc)

for every µ ∈ I\{γloc}. Choose µ from I so that γ ′ < µ <

γloc. Then, of course, λ(µ) > λ(γloc). Now this inequality

and the inequality λ(γ ′) < λ(γloc) imply that there exists a

γ ′′ ∈ (γ ′, µ) such that λ(γ ′′) = λ(γloc). Being smaller than

µ, γ ′′ is smaller than γloc. It follows that γ ′′ is different from

γ3, γ4, and γloc. But this is incompatible with the fact that

λ−1(λ(γloc)) = {γloc, γ3, γ4}. The assertion is proved.

To prove (b), suppose that there exists a γ ′ ∈ (γloc, γ3)

with λ(γ ′) < λ(γloc). Since γloc is a local minimizer, we

see, reasoning as before, that there exists a µ ∈ (γloc, γ
′)

such that λ(µ) > λ(γloc). The inequalities λ(µ) > λ(γloc)

and λ(γ ′) < λ(γloc) imply that there exists a γ ′′ ∈ (µ, γ ′)
such that λ(γ ′′) = λ(γloc). Located between µ and γ ′,
γ ′′ lies between γloc and γ3. In particular, γ ′′ is differ-

ent from γ3, γ4, and γloc. But again this contradicts the

fact that λ−1(λ(γloc)) = {γloc, γ3, γ4}. The assertion is

proved.

To prove (c), suppose that there exists a γ ′ > γ4 with

λ(γ ′) < λ(γloc). Since γ4 is a non-stationary point, there

exists ε > 0 such that one of the following two possibilities

hold:
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Fig. 6 Cost function Q5(γ ) with two global minima in γglob,1 and γglob,2

(i) λ(µ) < λ(γ4) = λ(γloc) for µ ∈ (γ4 − ε, γ4) and

λ(µ) > λ(γ4) = λ(γloc) for µ ∈ (γ4, γ4 + ε) ; this

case corresponds to the eventuality that dλ
dγ

∣
∣
γ4

> 0.

(ii) λ(µ) > λ(γ4) = λ(γloc) for µ ∈ (γ4 − ε, γ4) and

λ(µ) < λ(γ4) = λ(γloc) for µ ∈ (γ4, γ4 + ε) ; this

case corresponds to the eventuality that dλ
dγ

∣
∣
γ4

< 0.

Suppose that case (i) holds. Without loss of generality, we

may assume that ε is so small that γ4 + ε < γ ′. Since γ4 +
ε/2 lies between γ4 and γ4 + ε, we have λ(γ4 + ε/2) >

λ(γloc). On the other hand, as γ2 + ε < γ ′, we also have

γ4 + ε/2 < γ ′. Now the inequalities λ(γ4 + ε/2) > λ(γloc)

and λ(γ ′) < λ(γloc) imply that there exists a γ ′′ ∈ (γ2 +
ε/2, γ ′) such that λ(γ ′′) = λ(γloc). Being larger than γ4, γ ′′

is different from γ3, γ4, and γloc. But this contradicts the fact

that λ−1(λ(γloc)) = {γloc, γ3, γ4}. This proves the assertion

when (i) holds.

Suppose now that case (ii) holds. With no loss of general-

ity, we may assume that ε is so small that γ3 < γ4 − ε. Since

γ4 − ε/2 lies between γ4 − ε and γ4, we have λ(γ4 − ε/2) >

λ(γloc). Taking into account that γ3 is a non-stationary point

and that assertion (b) holds, we infer that there exists a ε′ > 0

such that λ(ς) < λ(γ3) = λ(γloc) for ς ∈ (γ3, γ3 + ε′).
Without loss of generality, we may assume that ε′ is so small

that γ3 + ε′ < γ4 − ε/2. Since γ3 + ε′/2 lies between γ3 and

γ3 +ε′, we have λ(γ3 +ε′/2) < λ(γloc). Clearly, γ3 +ε′/2 <

γ4 − ε/2 and the inequalities λ(γ3 + ε′/2) < λ(γloc) and

λ(γ4 − ε/2) > λ(γloc) hold. This implies the existence of a

γ ′′ ∈ (γ3 + ε′/2, γ4 − ε/2) such that λ(γ ′′) = λ(γloc). Of

course, γ ′′ satisfies γ3 < γ ′′ < γ4. But again this contradicts

the fact that λ−1(λ(γloc)) = {γloc, γ3, γ4}. This shows that

case (ii) does not occur and finishes the proof of assertion

(c).

Now, it follows from (a), (b), and (c) that if γ is such that

λ(γ ) < λ(γloc), then necessarily γ3 < γ < γ4. That such

γ exists follows from the fact in assertion (c), that (ii) never

holds, or equivalently, that (i) always holds. This implies that

γglob falls into (γ3, γ4).

Case 2 γ3 < γ4 < γloc.

The analysis in this case is analogous to that in case 1. The

end result is that the inequality γ3 < γglob < γ4 continues to

hold.

Case 3 γ3 < γloc < γ4 (Fig. 7b).

In this case, dλ
dγ

∣
∣
γ3

> 0 and dλ
dγ

∣
∣
γ4

< 0 hold. This means

there exists a γ ′ ∈ (−∞, γ3) with λ(γ ′) < λ(γloc). From

Lemma 6 lim
γ→−∞

λ(γ ) = ∞ holds. This implies the existence

of a γ ′′ ∈ (−∞, γ ′) such that λ(γ ′′) = λ(γloc). Analogously,

a γ ′′′ ∈ (γ4,∞) with λ(γ ′′′) = λ(γloc) can be found. This

contradicts the fact that λ−1(λ(γloc)) = {γloc, γ3, γ4} from

which follows that this case does not occur. ⊓⊔

2.5.2 Tunneling Step

When the one-dimensional iterative algorithm finds a mini-

mizer γloc, then the Tunneling Theorem can be used to decide

whether γloc is the global minimizer or not. If not, then new

(better) initial values γnew for the iteration can be found using

the theorem.

According to the theorem, the roots of the quartic poly-

nomial r(γ, λloc) have to be examined. These roots are

eigenvalues of the quadratic eigenvalue problem (QEP)

(

γ 2C2 + γ C1 + C0 − λloc B
)

v = 03. (55)

A standard way to solve the QEP is to construct a linearization

into a generalized eigenvalue problem (GEP). In the first step,



(a) Case 1

(b) Case 3

Fig. 7 Case 1 and Case 3 of the Tunneling Theorem proof for the

scenario when two distinct real roots appear. Both functions are just

for illustration purposes and do not coincide with real cost functions.

Case 1 depicts the scenario γloc < γ3 < γ4. For all γ between γ3 and

γ4, Q5(γ ) < Q5(γloc) holds. Theoretically, the tunneling step could be

repeatedly done to reach the global minimum. However, in Theorem 3

it will be shown that the number of possible minima is limited. Case

3 depicts the scenario γ3 < γloc < γ4. Tunneling would be impossible

here. Fortunately, this case cannot occur in real cost functions due to

the impossible number of real roots. The dotted function progression

for which the number of real roots would be valid is not possible since

Q5(γ ) is a coercive function

the substitution w = γ v rewrites (55) in

γ C2w + C1w + (C0 − λloc B) v = 03. (56)

Merging w = γ v and (56) in a block matrix notation yields

[

03×3 I3

C0 − λloc B C1

] [

v

w

]

= γ

[

I3 03×3

03×3 −C2

] [

v

w

]

. (57)

This GEP has six eigenvalues, from which two are at infin-

ity, since r(γ, λloc) is only a polynomial of fourth degree

by Lemma 4. Two of the remaining four eigenvalues are

identically with γloc because of Lemma 5. Following the Tun-

neling Theorem, the global minimum (γglob = γloc) has been

achieved when the last two eigenvalues are complex or define

another double root (the latter denotes another global mini-

mizer with the same minimum). If there are two distinct real

eigenvalues (γ3, γ4), they create a new interval for a search

algorithm or they can be used for a new proper initial value

γnew =
γ3 + γ4

2
(58)

which yields a lower value of the cost function.

Since in contrast to r(γ, λloc), the original cost function

Q5(γ ) is not a quartic polynomial, a statement on the number

of local minima of the cost function cannot be given so far.

Therefore, the question how often the tunneling step has to be

applied in our problem will be addressed in the next section.

2.5.3 Number of Local Minima

An explicit representation λ(γ ) is not available. That is why

we have to analyze the bivariate polynomial deg r(λ, γ )

which possesses at most twelve double roots. This can be

deduced using the Bézout-Theorem about the multi-degree

of deg r(λ, γ ) = 4 and deg rγ (λ, γ ) = 3. However, in

doing so a limitation of the number of minima is not possi-

ble. Instead, another strategy is presented here.

Theorem 3 If the data condition from Sect. 2.3 holds, then

the problem

minimize
γ

Q5(γ ) (59)

possesses at most two local minimizers.

Proof Assume without loss of generality that the position

vector p is the zero vector and that γglob = 0 holds. This

assumption is feasible due to the translation invariance of our

geometric problem. The proof will be done by contradiction,

in particular it will be shown that it is impossible to have

three or more minimizers. Assume we have three distinct

minimizers which are located at γloc,1 = γglob = 0 as well

as γloc,2 and γloc,3. Any of these local minimizers fulfills the

equation

(

γ 2θT C2θ + γ θT C1θ + θT C0θ
) ∣

∣
∣
loc,i

= λloc,i . (60)

If the data are scaled with a factor α, then D0,new = α2 D0

and D1,new = α D1 imply C0,new = α4C0, C1,new = α3C1,

and C2,new = α2C2. Inserting the C i,new in (60) shows



Fig. 8 Flow chart of algorithm (optional steps are marked with dashed

lines)

that γloc,i,new = αγloc,i and λloc,i,new = α4λloc,i fulfill (60)

for the scaled data. If now α → 0 then γloc,2 → 0 and

γloc,3 → 0 while γloc,1 = 0 holds for all α. Because Q5(γ )

is a continuous function all three minimizers fall together in

zero. By Lemma 5, any of the minimizers is a double root

of r(γ, λloc,i,new). Because λloc,i,new → 0 for α → 0 we

have r(γ, 0) is a polynomial of sixth degree. This contra-

dicts Lemma 4 after what r(γ, λ) is a polynomial of fourth

degree for any fixed λ. ⊓⊔

3 Numerical Algorithm

In Fig. 8, the principle of the algorithm is outlined. Details

on the implementation of the algorithm such as required

modifications are given in Sect. 3.1. Depending on the one-

dimensional search algorithm, the step for calculating the

initial values can be omitted. In our code, we use the Mat-

lab function fminbnd which is based on a golden section

search and a parabolic interpolation [5,10]. Here, an interval

for γ has to be specified. For other applications that cannot

use Matlab code, the determination of good initial values

is required. For this see Sect. 3.2. Hints for a microcontroller

implementation of the algorithm are given in Sect. 3.3. The

special case of using a line segment instead of a line as prior

knowledge and thereby the required treatment of boundaries

are discussed in Sect. 3.4. Section 3.5 provides two alterna-

tive algorithms that allow for the solution of the constrained

ellipse fitting problem.

3.1 Implementation Details

A Matlab implementation of our constrained ellipse fitting

method is given in Fig. 9. In order to focus on the essential

part of the implementation, shortenings of the code have been

conducted. The checking of the data conditions (see Sect. 2.3)

is not considered in this presentation. Additionally, in the case

of two global minima, only one out of them is returned and

the treatment of the boundaries of the given line segment

is omitted. The code can easily be modified to perform a

data conditions test, to handle multiple minima (by storing

the minima inside the while-loop) as well as to handle the

additional cases of the line segment restriction (see Sect. 3.4).

A download of the complete implementation is possible at

http://sourceforge.net/projects/constrainedellipsefitting/.

3.1.1 Modified Evaluation of the Cost Function

For the calculation of Q5(λ), the GEP (31) can be trans-

formed into an ordinary EVP. For this purpose, the data

matrices C0, C1, C2 are pre-multiplied once only by the

inverse of the regular matrix B [13].

3.1.2 Modified Tunneling

For the tunneling step, all roots γloc of (55) have to be

calculated. In (57), we presented the companion form lin-

earization for solving this quadratic eigenvalue problem. In

our application, the leading coefficient matrix is singular,

which produces eigenvalues at infinity. In addition, the con-

dition numbers of the eigenvalues may be much larger than

in the quadratic matrix polynomial. Both numerical difficul-

ties, the infinity issue as well as the increase of the condition

number, could be observed in some rare cases. In order

to circumvent this issue, we eliminate the eigenvalues at

infinity in our implementation before the linearization takes

place.

Therefore, the special structure of the matrices in (44) is

utilized. With the transformation matrix

http://sourceforge.net/projects/constrainedellipsefitting/


1: function [ A, x c, g ] = fitEllipseWithLineRestriction( x, y, p, q, gammaBound )

2: epsFmin = 1e-8; epsRootsImag = 1e-6; epsRootsMin = 1e-3; %Threshold Values

3: B = [0 0 2; 0 -1 0; 2 0 0]; %Constraint Matrix

4: n = length(x);

xirtaMgniretneC%;n/)n,n(seno-)n(eye=Z:5

6: D0 = [(x-p(1)).^2, (x-p(1)).*(y-p(2)), (y-p(2)).^2];

7: D1 = [2*q(1)*(x-p(1)), q(1)*(y-p(2))+q(2)*(x-p(1)), 2*q(2)*(y-p(2))];

8: C0 = D0’*Z*D0;

9: C1 = -D0’*Z*D1 - D1’*Z*D0;

10: C2 = D1’*Z*D1;

11: BC0 = B\C0; BC1 = B\C1; BC2 = B\ )B(vniybylpitlumerP%;2C

12: isGlobalMinimumFound = false;

13: while ~isGlobalMinimumFound

14: [gamma,lambda] = fminbnd(@(gamma) getLambdaOfGamma(gamma,BC0, BC1, BC2),...

15: gammaBound(1),gammaBound(2),optimset(’TolX’,epsFmin));

xirtaMnoitamrofsnarT%;]2^)1(q00;)2(q*)1(q*2-10;2^)2(q01[=P:61

17: C2t = P’*C2*P; C1t = P’*C1*P; C0t = P’*C0*P; Bt = P’*B*P;

18: C0t = C0t - lambda*Bt;

19: C2b = C2t(1:2,1:2)-C1t(1:2,3)*C1t(3,1:2)/C0t(3,3);

20: C1b = C1t(1:2,1:2)-C1t(1:2,3)*C0t(3,1:2)/C0t(3,3)-C0t(1:2,3)*C1t(3,1:2)/C0t(3,3);

21: C0b = C0t(1:2,1:2)-C0t(1:2,3)*C0t(3,1:2)/C0t(3,3);

22: rootsVec = eig([zeros(2) eye(2); C0b C1b], [eye(2) zeros(2);zeros(2) -C2b]);

23: realRootsIdx = find(abs(imag(rootsVec)) < epsRootsImag &...

24: abs(rootsVec-gamma)>epsRootsMin);

25: if isempty(realRootsIdx)

26: isGlobalMinimumFound = true;

27: else

28: gammaBound(1) = min(rootsVec(realRootsIdx));

29: gammaBound(2) = max(rootsVec(realRootsIdx));

30: end

31: M = BC0+gamma*BC1+gamma^2*BC2;

metsysnegiEevloS%;)M(gie=]D,V[:23

eulavnegiEtcerrocteG%;)))D(gaid(laer(xam==))D(gaid(laer=xdi:33

atehtteG%;))xdi,:(V(laer=ateht:43

35: theta = sign(theta(1))*theta/sqrt(theta’*B*theta); %Normalization

36: h opt = -1/n*ones(1,n)*(D0-gamma*D1)*theta;

stluseretaluclaC%;])3(ateht2/)2(ateht;2/)2(ateht)1(ateht[=A:73

38: x c = p+gamma*q;

39: g = h opt - gamma^2*q’*[theta(1) theta(2)/2; theta(2)/2 theta(3)]*q;

40: end

41: end

42:

43: function lambda = getLambdaOfGamma(gamma,BC0, BC1, BC2)

44: M = BC0+gamma*BC1+gamma^2*BC2;

45: D = eig(M);

46: lambda = abs(max(real(D)));

47: return;

48: end

Fig. 9 Matlab implementation of constrained ellipse fitting method

P =

⎡

⎣

1 0 q2
2

0 1 −2q1q2

0 0 q2
1

⎤

⎦ (61)

and

C̃ i = PT C i P; i = 0, 1, 2 (62a)

B̃ = PT B P (62b)

(55) can be written in block matrix notation as

(

γ 2

[

C̃2,11 02

0T
2 0

]

+ γ

[

C̃1,11 c̃1,12

c̃T
1,21 0

]

+
[

C̃0,11 c̃0,12

c̃T
0,21 c0,22

]

− λloc

[

B̃11 b̃12

b̃
T

21 0

])
[

v1:2
v3

]

=
[

02

0

]

. (63)



Here, the first index refers to the underlying matrix according

to (62a). The second index denotes the position in the block

matrix (see Sect. 1.3).

From the third row of (63), v3 is given by

v3 = −γ
c̃T

1,21v1:2

c̃0,22
−

(c̃T
0,21 − λloc b̃

T

21)v1:2

c̃0,22
. (64)

Inserting (64) into (63) yields

(

γ 2C̄2 + γ C̄1 +
(

C̄0 − λloc B̄11

)
)

v̄ = 02 (65)

with

v̄ = v1:2 (66a)

B̄11 = B̃11 (66b)

C̄2 = C̃2,11 −
c̃1,12 c̃T

1,21

c̃0,22
(66c)

C̄1 = C̃1,11 −
c̃1,12(c̃T

0,21 − λloc b̃
T

21)

c̃0,22

−
(c̃0,12 − λloc b̃12)c̃T

1,21

c̃0,22
(66d)

C̄0 = C̃0,11 −
c̃0,12(c̃T

0,21 − λloc b̃
T

21)

c̃0,22
(66e)

Along the lines of (56) and (57), from (65) a modified

GEP for the calculation of γloc,1 . . . γloc,4 can be formulated

[

02×2 I2

C̄0 − λloc B̄11 C̄1

] [

v̄

w̄

]

= γ

[

I2 02×2

02×2 −C̄2

] [

v̄

w̄

]

. (67)

In contrast to the sixth-order GEP in (57), this modified GEP

is only of fourth order and has no infinite solutions.

3.2 Initial Value

Since the optimization problem (17) is non-convex, depend-

ing on the applied search method, the selection of a good

initial value for γ is essential in order to reduce the num-

ber of iterations required to reach the global minimum. In

practical applications, prior knowledge can be used to define

a reasonable initial value. Two generally valid methods that

are solely data driven are presented in the following.

3.2.1 Orthogonal Projection

A simple and fast way to obtain an appropriate initial value γ0

is averaging all given data points, followed by an orthogonal

projection of the mean onto the given line

γ0 =
(x − p)T q

qT q
with x =

1

N

N
∑

i=1

xi . (68)

The advantage of this approach is its fast computation. Nev-

ertheless, if the data points are not distributed along the entire

ellipse, this method could yield an initial value, that is located

far from the global minimum.

3.2.2 Unconstrained Ellipse Fitting

A more robust variant is given by the solution of the uncon-

strained ellipse optimization. Here, arbitrary unconstrained

ellipse fitting methods e.g., the method presented by Fitzgib-

bon et al. [9] and Halif et al. [13] can be used. Usually, the

resulting unconstrained ellipse is defined by the six parame-

ters a, b, c, d, e, f of a function

fuc(x) = ax2 + bxy + cy2 + dx + ey + f (69)

Using the relations

xc =
2cd − be

b2 − 4ac
and yc =

2ae − bd

b2 − 4ac
(70)

the center coordinates xc of the ellipse can be obtained. As

the center of the best unconstrained ellipse is not necessarily

located on the given line, an orthogonal projection referred

to (68) (using xc instead of x̄) has to be applied. This method

also works well, when the data points are disadvantageously

located.

3.3 Hints for Microcontroller Implementation

In the proposed method, the calculation of the eigenvalue

λ = Q5(γ ) requires the biggest part of the computation

time. In order to reduce this effort, a special Rayleigh quo-

tient iteration for non-symmetric matrices can be applied [4].

This method converges towards the nearest eigenvalue. Since

we look for the only positive eigenvalue, a sufficiently large

initial value will work.

The four-dimensional GEP for the modified tunnel-

ing can be circumvented by calculating the characteristic

polynomial of fourth degree with the Faddejew-Leverrier-

Algorithm. Applying this method, a quadratic polynomial

can be obtained by dividing the original polynomial of fourth

degree by the known quadratic polynomial (γ − γloc)
2. In

the resulting polynomial, the two solutions can be analyzed

according to Theorem 2.

3.4 Line Segment Case

For the application of the presented one-dimensional mini-

mum search function, a search interval for γ has to be defined



beforehand. This property corresponds to the case of a line

segment restriction instead of a line restriction. The bound-

aries of the line segment need to be considered.

The one-dimensional search algorithm yields a minimizer

γmin within the given interval. This minimizer either repre-

sents a true local minimum within the given interval or it is

located on one of the boundaries. In the first case, the tun-

neling step could lead to new boundaries outside the given

interval. In the latter case, a true local minimum with a lower

value of the cost function within the given interval is possible.

Both cases require a special treatment.

All potential cases of this interval search problem can be

distinguished by regarding the real roots resulting from the

tunneling step.

Number of real roots distinct from γmin

– No roots

The search algorithm has converged into the global min-

imum.

– One root

The search algorithm reached a boundary and the global

minimum is located outside the given interval. (No better

solution within given interval exists)

– Two roots (both outside the interval)

The search algorithm has converged into a local minimum

γloc, which is also the minimum of the cost function inside

the given interval. The global minimum is outside the

given interval.

– Two roots (one outside and one inside the interval)

The search algorithm has converged into a local minimum

γloc of the cost function. The new search interval is given

by the root inside and the nearest given boundary to the

outside root.

– Two roots (both inside the interval)

The search algorithm has converged into a local minimum

γloc of the cost function. The global minimum is located

inside the given search interval and both roots can be

deployed as new interval boundaries.

– Three roots

The search algorithm has converged into one of the

boundaries. Here, only two or no other roots inside the

given interval are possible. If no other roots are inside the

given interval, the boundary is the solution of the inter-

val search problem. Otherwise, the new search interval

is given by the two roots that are located inside the given

interval.

3.5 Alternative Algorithms

3.5.1 Golden Section Search

In our implementation, we use the fminbnd function of

Matlab for the one-dimensional minimum search. If this

function is not available, we propose to employ the easily

implementable golden section search algorithm [25].

3.5.2 Alternating Least Squares

In contrast to the proposed minimum search algorithm, the

following algorithm does not need boundaries for γ . Alter-

nating least squares (ALS) is an iterative algorithm in which

the cost function is minimized by alternately keeping one

variable fixed in any current step. In our problem (21), the

two variables are θ and γ and the ALS reads as

θk+1 = argmin
θT Bθ=1

Q4(γk, θ) (71a)

γk+1 = argmin
γ

Q4(γ, θk+1) (71b)

or using the results in the manner of the proof of Theorem 1

the basic structure of our algorithm writes as follows:

θ∗
k+1 = EigVec of λmax(γ

2
k C2 + γk C1 + C0, B) (72a)

γk+1 = −
θ∗T

k+1C1θ
∗
k+1

2θ∗T
k+1C2θ

∗
k+1

(72b)

(72b) is simply a result of minimizing the quadratic function

(30) in γ and the fact that inside the iteration loop a normal-

ization of θ is not necessary. An advantage of this method

is the unboundedness of γ which allows for lines instead of

line segments. Additionally, no one-dimensional search algo-

rithm has to be implemented which possibly leads to more

compact code. The separation in two variable problems also

makes it possible to incorporate auxiliary information. Nev-

ertheless, the computation effort using ALS in Matlab is

four times higher than using the fminbnd algorithm pre-

sented above.

4 Results and Discussion

In order to evaluate the results of our constrained ellipse

fitting approach compared to existing methods, we determine

an accuracy measure which is based on the joint (overlap)

area of the original underlying ellipse and the fitted ellipse

[14]. The accuracy measure m depicts the similarity of the

fitted ellipse with the original ellipse from a practical point

of view. It can be determined with

m =
area(Overlap)

area(Elfit)
· area(Overlap)

area(ElOrig)
(73)

where area(Overlap) is the area of the overlap, area

(Ellipsefit) represents the area of the fitted ellipse, and

area(EllipseOrig) is the area of the original ellipse. A measure
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Fig. 10 Different angle ranges of data points: a [0π 2π ], b

[0.5π 1.5π ], [0.75π 1.25π ]

of 0 arises when both ellipses have no overlapping area and

a measure of 1 means a perfect match of the ellipses.

Due to a high number of parameters and influenced by

our application scenario presented in Fig. 1, we focused in

our set of experiments on the variation of the angle range

and the number of data points. From both parameters, we

expected the highest influence on the results. We compared

the unconstrained approaches from Fitzgibbon et al./Halif et

al. [9,13] and Szpak et al. [30] with our constrained ellipse

fitting method. The experimental conditions are orientated

on the comparison provided in [29]. The data points are gen-

erated from an underlying original ellipse and the addition of

independent zero-mean Gaussian noise with a standard devi-

ation of 1.5 to the data points. The original ellipse which is

the same as in Fig. 2 is described by its center xc =
[

1 2
]T

,

its semi-axis lengths of 7 and 3, and its rotation of π/9. The

line is given by p =
[

2 4
]T

and q =
[

−1 −2
]T

. The exam-

ined angle ranges of the data points are [0π 2π ], [0.5π 1.5π],
and [0.75π 1.25π] (see Fig. 10).

We took 1000 samples of each parameter configuration

and determined the accuracy measure m for each sample.

The results are shown in Fig. 11.

In all analyzed cases, the constrained ellipse fitting method

yields the highest accuracy. This effect is low when data

points taken from the entire ellipse’s angle range ([0 2π ])
are analyzed but it considerably increases when the observed

angle range gets narrower.

Besides the accuracy, the calculation time plays an impor-

tant role for the overall efficiency of an algorithm in practical

applications. In Table 1, the mean computation time of a sin-

gle sample is given for the datasets with 15 data points and

for the datasets with 250 data points. We employed an Intel

Core i5-2500 3.3 GHz with 12 GB RAM, Windows 7 64 bit,

and Matlab R2013b for the calculations.

The fastest method is the direct ellipse fit by Fitzgibbon et

al./Halif et al. [9,13]. The ellipse fitting method from Szpak

et al. [30] required the longest computation time and with

increasing number of data points this difference to the other
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Fig. 11 Comparison of the accuracy m of two unconstrained ellipse

fitting methods from Fitzgibbon et al. [9] (F) and Szpak et al. [30] (S)

and our new constrained ellipse fitting (C); the boxplots are each based

on 1000 samples; for the top three figures a–c 15 data points and for

the bottom three figures d–f 250 data points are used; from left to right

the observed angle range decreases from [0 2π ] over [0.5 1.5π ] to

[0.75 1.25π ]



Table 1 Comparison of computation time

No. of data points F S C

15 0.1 ms 6.7 ms 2.0 ms

250 0.1 ms 85.0 ms 2.8 ms

F Fitzgibbon, S Szpak, C constrained ellipse fitting

methods increases. The constrained ellipse fitting lies in the

middle; however, with increasing number of data points, its

computation time increases only slightly.

5 Conclusion

The new constrained ellipse fitting method we presented

in this paper allows the incorporation of the prior knowl-

edge, that the ellipse’s center is located on a given line

into a constrained algebraic cost function. Existing methods

are not capable of using this prior knowledge and there-

fore produce less accurate results when the data points

only represent a small part of the underlying ellipse. By

deducing and applying several theorems, we reduced the

underlying optimization problem into a fast and global con-

vergent one-dimensional minimum search. In addition, the

special case of a line segment instead of a line restric-

tion has been treated. Numerical issues and implementation

details were discussed and the essential part of our new

algorithm was provided as a Matlab implementation. A

download of the complete implementation of the constrained

ellipse fitting (including data condition test and bound-

ary treatment) is possible at http://sourceforge.net/projects/

constrainedellipsefitting/. Future works comprise the consid-

eration of other distance measures in the constrained ellipse

fitting framework.
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